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   jocoi                     digital game, Windows/OS, 2014.    

MUSES: Claudia Weininger 
  Petra Hainz 
 Gudrun Simmer 
  
VISUAL DESIGN Christian Anton 
ANIMATION: Andreas Simmelkiær  
PROGRAMMING: Mihai Anton 
  Camilla Jakobsen 

https://enibolas.itch.io/jocoi 

Jocoi is a playful reflection on pregnancy loss as a 
pervasive part of women's ordinary lives. By 
working through feelings of (post)maternity, Jocoi 
challenges video games as male-centred 
entertainment medium. The design process focuses 
on poiesis, the expression what is through a 
dialogue between grievers and game design. 

Four bereaved women and their desires mark the 
beginning of game design. They find images for the 
ongoing bond to their deceased babies, and 
symbolically visit the planet on their relationships. 
They craft material landscapes describing their 
mother role in light of its absence. The wish to 
nourish, be present, and belong, defying time and 
space.  

As inspirational authorities, the women’s 
landscapes are acknowledged through the act of 
game design. Coding Jocoi into gameplay is a 
practice of listening and finding an appropriate 
embodied response to what is. 

The game itself is a monument of game designers' 
attention. It speaks of the challenge to take in and 
process stigmatised, widely silenced emotions 
through embodied video game language. For 
players, the game is an artefact for emotional 
projection. Game design and play are made fit for 
the radical task of being a listener who cares.

https://enibolas.itch.io/jocoi
https://enibolas.itch.io/jocoi


    /overcoming               digital game, browser-based, 2016.       

                   
What’s the economy of grief? What are its 
mechanics? Throughout the 20th century, 
scientists, psychologists, and other mental 
health experts have worked out a solution. 
Overcoming. 

But what does overcoming entail? And how is 
its imperative followed correctly?  

Overcoming translates the mechanics of grief 
and the binary of good grief/bad grief to the 
21st century medium of digital games. 
Players get immersed in the menial task of 
cutting bonds with the deceased.  

Success of efficient grief work is rewarded 
with a certificate. Poor performances are 
pathologised by design.

PROGRAMMING: Pedro Dalcin 
          Richard Baxter 

https://enibolas.itch.io/overcoming 



               /get_your_rocks_on          physical 4-player game rock-based, 2016 
 

Get Your Rocks On is a game where you 
allow your idle hands to roll over each 
others' rocks. 

To achieve your favourite erocktic positions 
you’ll need to  
be dexterous and silver tonged. Don’t be 
shy, let everyone see how you roll the rocks.  

DESIGN:  Ida Marie Toft 
       Simon Johnson 

http://
www.copenhagengamecollective
.org/wp-content/uploads/Get-
Your-Rocks-On_instructions.pdf 

Work together to create an 
erocktic landscape.  

Rocks can be placed in 
preferred positions by 
collectively fingering them. 
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  /lovebirds     performance game for 2-9 players, 2014 
 

Lovebirds is a sunset performance 
combining game-dynamics, 
performance elements, music and 
user collaboration in a simple love 
story of birds. Equipped with 
beaks, fragile, jewelerised bird 

masks with contact-sensitive areas 
and lights, 9 curious players go 
beak to find their one and only 
threesome. The audience, live 
music and black jelly trees make 
up a stage of intimate magic.

DESIGN: Ida Marie Toft 
 Astrid Mie Refstrup 
 P.J. Kuczynski 
 Simon Maurer 
 Hajo Krabbenhöft 
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  /cunt touch this     Android, 2014    

PROGRAMMING: Ida Marie Toft 
DESIGN: Andrea Brasch 
ART: Raimund Schumacher

Cunt Touch This is a 
meditation and remediation of 
lesbian artist Tee Corinne’s 
playful Cunt Colouring Book 
from the 70s. It reminds us to 
mind the cunt, the vulva, the 
vagina, as diverse as well as 
ordinary organ of pleasure. 
Like in the colouring book, 

drawing attention is taken at 
(inter)face value: Take your 
pen, use your finger, colorise, 
cuntemplate. The interactivity 
of the touchscreen allows for 
an additional layer of sound, 
and the encoding of erogenous 
zones. The fabric of the 
touchscreen is turned into an 

allegory of the corporeal. It 
allows us to caress, stroke the 
phone and the tablet. While 
they have has long become 
fetishised stand-ins for our 
vulnerable selves, Tee 
Corinne’s mission of 
normalising the cunt is yet to 
be realised. 



  /pray_pray_absolution    arduino, wearables, 2-prayer game, 2015 

 

 Pray Pray Absolution is a spiritual 
infotainment performance game, based on 
vague memories of my early childhood 
church visits in Austria. Two players clad in 
interactive soutanes engage in the physical 
act of praying for absolution, thereby 
showing off their piety.  

The clunky Arduino elements mounted to the 
robes force the prayers to hold on to a 
physical connection with god materialising in 
the divine interface. The prayers perform a 
community spectacle by carrying out the 
four-part sign of cross gesture. Each gesture 
is measured and evaluated by the divine 
code. A complete sign of the cross equals one 
innocence point.  

The game ends when one player has reached 
the state of absolution.

PROGRAMMING, 
COSTUME DESIGN: Simon Nielsen 
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 artist statement  

Sabine Harrer is a Vienna/Copenhagen based 
writer, researcher, and game designer. As 
member of the Copenhagen Game Collective 
she has collaborated on  play experiences 
which adopt game design as artistic tool and 
instrument for social investigation. 
Performative, material, and digital elements 
flow together to explore ordinary experience, 
social power, and human vulnerability.


